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Abstract

Purpose – Strategic agility is a fuzzy concept that has become crucial to cope with environmental uncertainty
and instability; hence, more in-depth studies are highly needed. The aim of this paper is to shed light on the still
diffuse research area of strategic agility by clarifying its scope and concept, as well as identifying the different
topics that have been examined thus far. Finally, the intent of this paper is to show the existing gaps in the
literature to provide scholars with a clear roadmap for future research.
Design/methodology/approach – Bibliometric and content analyses are used in this study to review the
most impactful papers in strategic agility between 1996 and 2021. Citation and mapping analyses are
conducted through SciMAT software, and a dynamic approach is adopted by assessing and discussing the
evolution of strategic agility throughout five different periods.
Findings – This study reveals that strategic agility is a research line that has neither gained consensus nor
reached maturity and that it is linked to several thematic areas or topics. The study offers a complete
understanding of the state of the art of strategic agility over time and underscores itsmain future research lines.
Originality/value – This study presents a complete map of the strategic agility research thus far by using
novel bibliometric techniques. This approach is especially interesting because it allows for identifying the
dynamic relationships among themes within the topic over five different periods.
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Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Strategic agility has grown as a topic of interest in recent years, with many authors
investigating the subject; in particular, strategic agility has gained considerable attention in
the current turbulent period caused by the global COVID-19 pandemic (Al-Omoush et al.,
2020; Hartwell and Devinney, 2021; Zahra, 2021; Shaikh, 2021), which has accelerated
changes already underway in consumer behaviour and in new communication platforms
(Hsu and Tang, 2020).

According to Weber and Tarba (2014), the concept of strategic agility was introduced
about two decades ago, but it remains ill-defined. Since the work of Abshire (1996), the
concept of strategic agility has been used across a series of industries, and authors have
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related this research line with several topics and organisational areas. Furthermore, the
authors use the concept with and without proposing a definition.

Starting with agility as a wider topic, consensus on it seems to exist, that is, agility entails
rapid responses to changes in the market. For example, Weill et al. (2002, p. 64) define agility
as “the set of business initiatives an enterprise can readily implement”; Sambamurthy et al.
(2003, p. 238) describe agility as “the ability to detect and seize market opportunities with speed
and surprise”; Cohen et al. (2004) argue that being agile means delivering quickly and
changing quickly and often; Da Silva et al. (2011) mention that agile methods help deal with
growing complexity while reducing time to market; and Aronsson et al. (2011) assert that the
focus of agility is being able to compete in a state of constant change and that agile
organisations are those that swiftly respond to changes in demand.

The first mention of strategic agility appeared in the late 1990s, when Abshire discussed
“a strategy of agility” around the US policy and how to maintain the country’s leadership in
the world. This author explained that the strategic landscape after the Cold War was
characterised by an information age that was unpredictable and unstable. Thus, the US
needed to use a strategy that was agile enough to seize opportunities and protect against
threats (Abshire, 1996). Several authors have since continued contributing to the
interrelationship of both terms.

We find authors who use the terminology “business agility” in relation to strategy and the
competitive advantage of a firm. For example, Mathiassen and Pries-Heje (2006) assert that
agility is fundamental when planning business strategy and, to be properly implemented,
agility must be aligned with the information technology (IT) strategy. These authors
highlight the idea that the main path to maintain the competitive strategy is designing an
agile business. In this line, VanOosterhout et al. (2006) focus their research on explaining how
the business environment is highly dynamic and that businesses need to be not only flexible
but also agile. Thus, business agility is defined as the capability of a firm to rapidly transform
business models and processes beyond regular “flexibility” to respond to unpredictable
external threats with successful internal changes. More recently, Hendriyani and Raharja
(2019) even use the expression “business agility strategy” to define the capacity of a Fintech
start-up to detect opportunities and threats and develop an appropriate response.

When explicitly discussing strategic agility, some authors use the termwithout providing
a specific definition. For example, Weill et al. (2002) discuss how the IT infrastructure should
be responsive to the demands of enterprise-wide and business unit strategies to ensure
strategic agility. Doz and Kosonen (2010) similarly relate strategic agility to the ability to
transform and renew business models.

On the contrary, some scholars have clearly defined the topic. For instance, Ekman and
Angwin (2007, p. 361) refer to strategic agility as an acknowledgement of “the ever-increasing
complexity and turbulence of their environments by developing requisite capabilities of flexibility
and responsiveness”; Lewis et al. (2014, p. 58) describe it as “flexible, mindful responses to
constantly changing environments”; Weber and Tarba (2014, p. 5) pertain to strategic agility
as the “ability to remain flexible in facing new developments, to continuously adjust the
company’s strategic direction, and to develop innovative ways to create value”; Denning (2018,
p. 119) argues that “strategic agility is generating innovations that create entirely new markets
by turning non-customers into customers”; and Clauss et al. (2020, p. 3) refer to strategic agility
as “a firm’s ability to renew itself continuously and tomaintain flexibility without compromising
efficiency”.

In addition to having several definitions, the concept of strategic agility is often related to
other topics. In this sense, Sambamurthy et al. (2003) relate agility with ambidexterity, and
Ananthram and Nankervis (2013) argue that strategic agility is synonymous with other
topics such as dynamic capabilities. Ambidexterity pertains to the organisation’s ability to
exploit its current capabilities while simultaneously exploring new competencies
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(Raisch et al., 2009; O’Reilly andTushman, 2013; Pasamar, 2019; Vargas et al., 2021). Although
we can perceive a connection between strategic agility and ambidexterity, they are separate
concepts (Clauss et al., 2020) that are intertwined at different levels of analysis. Regarding
dynamic capabilities, they are defined as the firm’s ability to integrate, build and reconfigure
internal competencies to address changes in the business environment (Teece, 2017; Schilke,
2018). Accordingly, strategic agility is considered a meta-capability that combines several
dynamic capabilities (Ahammad et al., 2021; Shams et al., 2021; Nyamrunda and Freeman,
2021). In this sense, Doz and Kosonen (2010) and Clauss et al. (2021) propose that strategic
agility is formed as a combination of strategic sensitivity, leadership unity and resource
fluidity; and very closely related Hock et al. (2016) and Ivory and Brooks (2018) also include
strategic sensitivity, resource fluidity but considers collective commitment as the third
dynamic capability that forms part of strategic agility.

A common pattern seems to emerge, which is related to how organisations can adjust their
direction and confront environmental changes. However, a common definition for this concept
is lacking, even though it is simultaneously themost demanding item on the leadership agenda
for CEOs (Doz and Kosonen, 2008), which makes a compelling case to enhance the
understanding of what strategic agility implies both for academics and practitioners. To do so,
we first use citation analysis to show that the topic of strategic agility has still not reached the
stage of maturity. We subsequently use science mapping analysis to study how the topic has
evolved over time and uncover that, while it has attracted significant attention across different
sectors, it has still not been fully clarified. Sciencemapping analysis is a powerful technique that
has been previously used (Kamdem et al., 2019; GarciaBuendia et al., 2020), and thismethod has
several advantages over other literature review tools. It allows for handling hundreds of papers
to analyse the relationships among elements of the papers (e.g. citations, keywords) and
provides comprehensive information about the research area. Finally, we examine all the
selected papers to enrich the bibliometric results through the content analysis method that
deepens the discussion with the contributions obtained by the academia thus far.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to analyse the evolution of strategic agility over the
1996–2021 period, attempting to identify a comprehensive definition and the key themes in
this field, which have drawn the attention of the research community, and the gaps in the
literature. The objective of our paper is threefold. First, we aim to understand the level of
maturity of the topic of study. In other words, we intend to ascertain whether this topic is a
growing one in the literature or whether it has started to plateau. We also seek to verify the
degree of homogeneity of the distributions of authors and journals to explore for other
authors the feasibility of publishing on this topic.

Second, we aim to confirm the presence of any key theme to which strategic agility is
specifically related and to identify the main gaps in the literature.

Third, we intend to determine the definition that could summarise themeaning of strategic
agility.

These three objectives are expected to clarify the topic of study and help in advancing
other studies that require a more solid definition of the topic under investigation and its
relationship with other subjects.

This paper is organised into several sections. Section 2 introduces the methodology.
Section 3 describes and discusses the results of the sciencemapping analysis. Finally, Section
4 presents the conclusions, limitations and potential areas for further research.

2. Methodology
Systematic review papers come in several forms such as structured reviews, bibliometric
reviews and hybrid narratives (Dabic et al., 2020). We use a hybrid-narrative approach
through which we examine the conceptual structure and set an agenda for future research.
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Specifically, we use (1) citation analysis to study the maturity of the topic of strategic
agility through time and identify the top journals and themost productive authors in this field
and (2) sciencemapping to assess the conceptual structure of the topic of strategic agility over
time. Science mapping is a powerful technique that makes a spatial representation of how
different fields or specialities are related to each other (Morris and Van der Veer Martens,
2008; Cobo et al., 2011b). We also conduct (3) content analysis, a qualitative method that
complements bibliometric techniques by interpreting and discussing the contribution of
papers (Rodriguez Ruiz et al., 2019; Furrer et al., 2008).

Five steps comprise themethodology (Cobo et al., 2011a), namely (1) collection of raw data;
(2) selection of the type of item to analyse; (3) extraction of relevant information from the raw
data; (4) calculation of similarities among items; and (5) use of a clustering algorithm.

(1) Collection of raw data

This phase is homogeneous for both the citation and science mapping analyses. Bibliometric
analyses typically use Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science (WoS) and Elsevier’s Scopus
(Rodriguez Ruiz et al., 2019). To select the most suitable database for our research, we
replicated this first phase in both. To download data fromWoS and Scopus, we build a query,
including descriptive keywords in the topic to collect the relevant documents from the
research field (Cobo et al., 2011a). We search for relevant words (e.g. strategic agility, agile
strategies, strategic business agility) in the title, abstract or keywords, limiting the type of
document to only the ones that are classified as an “article” or a “review”. This step ensures
that we only consider those publications that have undergone a peer review analysis,
guaranteeing a high level of quality of the publications selected (Ramos Rodriguez and Ruiz
Navarro, 2004; Fernandez Alles and Ramos Rodriguez, 2009).

On November 19, 2020, the query is run, retrieving 181 results in WoS vs 307 results in
Scopus (dated from 1996 to 2021). This result is consistent with the finding of other authors
where WoS is less comprehensive than Scopus (Chadegani et al., 2013) and that almost all
journals indexed in WoS are also covered by Scopus (Singh et al., 2021). Therefore, after
analysing the characteristics of each source and the results provided, we selected Scopus as
our dataset because of its broader coverage of journals and citations (Chadegani et al., 2013;
Mongeon and Paul-Hus, 2016; Harzing and Alakangas, 2016; Zhu and Liu, 2020). Therefore,
we choose to work with the dataset of 307 articles provided by Scopus, in place of the 181
provided byWoS. Notably, even when we could manually identify the few papers fromWoS
that are not included in Scopus with the intention of integrating the results from both article
sources, we do not merge the results from Scopus and WoS because the criterion we use to
evaluate documents is the number of citations, and this criterion is not homogeneous among
sources. WoS and Scopus codify “citations” following different approaches (Martin-Martin
et al., 2018); hence, we only use the results from Scopus to obtain unbiased results.

By running the query in Scopus, we also perform a citation analysis, as Elsevier’s website
provides a 15-year evolution of the citations in the selected documents. As Figure 1 shows, a
growing trend in the topic is apparent, and authors link an increase of citations to the
evolution of an emerging phase to a mature one (Terjesen et al., 2016; Rodriguez Ruiz et al.,
2019). Strategic agility has not yet reached a maturity level.

We use SciMAT to perform our bibliometric analyses because it has a wider range of
features than other software tools (e.g. BibExcel), and it enables a longitudinal framework
across different time periods (Cobo et al., 2012). Moreover, the tool enriches the results by
using impact measures (e.g. h-index, sum of citations) that help improve the interpretation of
the results. It also presents key features unseen in other mapping tools, such as a pre-
processing module, the use of bibliometric measures and a wizard to configure the analysis
(Cobo et al., 2012).
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After reviewing the 307 documents downloaded from Scopus, we eliminate the ones that
are far from the concept of the study, eventually obtaining a final dataset of 293 documents
(Rodriguez Ruiz et al., 2019; Xue et al., 2020).

The most productive journals and authors in the dataset are outlined in Table 1. We
observe that the distribution in the journals and authors is quite homogeneous, suggesting
that it is a concept covered by several disciplines and that new authors might find that
publishing on this research line could be a feasible option.

Journal Documents

California Management Review 8
Strategic Direction 6
Cutter IT Journal 6
European Journal of Information Systems 5
MIS Quarterly Executive 5
Human Resource Management Review 5
International Journal of Supply Chain Management 5
International Journal of Production Economics 4
Journal of Information Technology 4
Management Decision 4
IEEE Software 4
Global Journal of Flexible Systems Management 4
Journal of International Management 4
International Marketing Review 4

Author
Luftman, J 7
Ambler, S.W 7
Liu, Y 5
Zadeh, H.S 4
Gomes, E 4
Muthuveloo, R 4
DozY, L 4
Kosonen, M 3
Ben-zvi, T 3
Tarba, S.Y 3
Derksen, B 3
Santana, M 3
Vrontis, D 3
Denning, S 3

Figure 1.
Evolution of the

citations per year

Table 1.
Journals and authors

with the most
publications
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(2) Selection of the type of item to analyse

We continue the science mapping analysis and choose “keywords” as our object of
analysis. “Keywords” is one of the most commonly selected metrics to evaluate (B€orner
et al., 2003), and we use keywords to analyse and track the evolution of the main topics in
the literature.

(3) Extraction of relevant information from the raw data

As we download and import the data into SciMAT, we run a deduplicating process over the
keywords to group those terms with the same concept (i.e. grouping plural and singular
words, integrating acronyms with the respective keywords, adding together different
spellings of the samewords). Finally, some keywordswith a very broad and generalmeaning,
such as “agility”, are removed (Cobo et al., 2014).

To develop the study, the entire time period (1996–2021) is divided into five consecutive
periods of time (Figure 2), namely, 1995–2005 with 25 documents, 2006–2009 with 43,
2010–2013 with 38, 2014–2017 with 84 and 2018–2021 with 103 documents. Providing
periods of the same length is a common practice, while fixing the first period to cover a
larger number of years as the study field begins to consolidate as a discipline (Cobo
et al., 2011a).

(4) Calculation of similarities among items

To normalise the co-occurrence of keywords, we use the equivalence index, which is
regarded as the most appropriate measure for normalising co-occurrence frequencies
(Callon et al., 1991). This index ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 means that the keywords
always appear together and 0 denotes that the keywords are never associated (Cobo
et al., 2011a).

(5) Use of a clustering algorithm

Clustering is the process of identifying those subgroups of keywords that are strongly linked
with each other. Clustering has different types, including spectral clustering and modularity
maximisation (Chen and Redner, 2010; Chen et al., 2010), but we use the simple centre’s
algorithm because it is straightforward and extensively used in the context of co-word
analysis (Bailon-Moreno et al., 2005, 2006; Coulter et al., 1998; Courtial, 1990; Courtial and
Michelet, 1994; Lopez-Herrera et al., 2009, 2010; He, 1999).

Figure 2.
Number of
publications per year of
papers focussed on
“strategic agility”
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3. Science mapping analysis of the topic of strategic agility
3.1 Results and discussion
After running the analysis with SciMAT following the approach described above, we obtain
two different viewpoints (longitudinal and period views). In the longitudinal representation
(Figure 3), we observe a thematic evolution of the research field across the five periods.

We observe that for the first two periods (1996–2005 and 2006–2009), the academia was
focussed on discussing strategic agility in relation to two main (and related) topics:
“information technology” (IT) and “information systems”. However, from 2010 onwards,
various research topics began to emerge, with the most recent years (2018–2021) seeing the
greatest proliferation of research topics.

Regarding the period representation, we complement the previous longitudinal approach
with a strategic diagram that presents a two-by-two matrix. This figure represents on its
abscissa axis, the centrality (that measures the degree of interaction of a network with other
networks), and on its ordinate axis, the density (measures the internal strength of the
network) (Callon et al., 1991; Cobo et al., 2011a, b, 2012). Therefore, the strategic diagram
comprises four quadrants illustrating four types of topics according to the quadrant in which
they are positioned (Cahlik, 2000; Callon et al., 1991; Courtial andMichelet, 1994; Coulter et al.,
1998; He, 1999). The (1) topics in the upper right are the ones known as “motor” themes, being
externally related to concepts applicable to other themes that are conceptually closely related;
(2) topics in the upper left are isolated themes that are only of marginal importance for the
field; (3) topics in the bottom right are important themes for a research field but not developed;
and (4) topics in the bottom left are emerging or declining themes.

SciMAT incorporates features that allow for conducting performance analysis, such as
the number of citations or h-index (Cobo et al., 2012). It facilitates the identification of the
degree of importance of each theme according to the selected metric. In this case, strategic
diagrams show themes in different sizes according to their h-index (i.e. the larger the size of
the bubble, the higher is the h-index).

Figure 4 depicts the results of the analysis and shows that in the study of strategic agility,
“information technology” and “information systems” are key topics during the periods 1996–
2005 and 2006–2009, respectively. Although these topics are sometimes used
interchangeably (Checkland and Holwell, 1997), they are not the same. According to Lee
(1997) and Onn and Sorooshian (2013), “information technology” is a narrower topic, which
refers to the technologies and infrastructures used for processing, storing and transmitting
the information. By contrast, “information system” is a broader topic that pertains to the
management of information, and it includes computer-based and non-technological systems.
However, we acknowledge that both topics are referred to in a similar manner with respect to
strategic agility because information systems can hardly be properly developed without
considering information technology (Zhu, 2009).

Figure 3.
Longitudinal view of

the topic across the five
study periods
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Figure 4.
Strategic diagrams for
each study period
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From 1996 to 2005, most authors focus their research on discussing how different aspects of
“information technology” (IT) are fundamental to the achievement of a more agile strategy
(Worthington, 2004). For example,Weill et al. (2002) state that developing an IT infrastructure
is a core requirement for attaining strategic agility. In this sense, these authors unpack the
elements needed to develop a robust IT infrastructure (i.e. channel management, security and
risk management, communication, data management, application infrastructure, facilities
management, IT management, IT architectures and standards, IT education and IT research
and development). Sambamurthy et al. (2003) explain that IT includes elements such as data
warehousing, web services and customer relationship or supply chain management
technologies; they also propose that investing in IT enhances the strategic agility of a
firm, and this undertaking has a positive impact on its financial performance. Ross and
Westerman (2004) go one step further by suggesting that outsourcing IT will facilitate
strategic agility because accessing specialised IT services when needed enables firms to
reduce costs and to fully exploit environmental opportunities.

From 2006 to 2009, the main focus shifted towards the broader concept of “information
systems”, although references to IT are not abandoned. For example, Fink and Neumann
(2007) posit that “information technology” reinforces strategic agility onlywhen “information
systems” implement agile procedures. Meanwhile, Ekman and Angwin (2007) jointly study
“information systems” and “information technology” and how they are the antecedents of
strategic agility in the sense of leveraging resources, mastering change, enriching customers
and cooperating to compete.

In the third period, covering 2010–2013, different topics start to emerge, and we observe
how “business productivity” and “collaboration” position as the motor themes. In this sense,
Kristianto et al. (2010) support that agile strategic inventory allocation reduces the inventory
level and increases production output and variety. Bottani (2010) examines the profiles of
agile companies, collaboration being one the metrics or the one from Aronsson et al. (2011)
who study the relevance of combining lean and agile process strategies to develop the supply
chain in the health-care sector. “Lean” is, therefore, an emerging theme in this period, and it is
jointly analysed with strategic agility as a response to dynamic and non-stop changes that
maintain the competitiveness of firms. Thus, some authors use the term leagility as the
combination of “lean” and “agility” (Aronsson et al., 2011; Vinodh and Aravindraj, 2013)
because agility is a determining factor for a correct supply chain strategy (Fernando and
Wulansari, 2020), and supply chain strategies are critical for the competitiveness of firms
(de Jesus Marques and Guerra, 2019). Nonetheless, agility is different from leanness. As
previously mentioned, agility refers to a rapid response to and the exploitation of profitable
opportunities in the dynamic environment; on the contrary, leanness is mainly focussed on
reducing the number of suppliers, creating beneficial supplier collaborations, identifying the
best just-in-time principles, fostering productivity and reducing time (Naim and Gosling,
2011; Naylor et al., 1999; Aronsson et al., 2011). Thus, lean production implies moving away
from vertical integration and relying on cooperation (Badillo et al., 2017).

In the fourth study period of 2014–2017, we observe how the topic of “information
technologies” is once again present in the analysed articles; however, during this period, the
particular focus is on the “cloud”. “Cloud” is the motor theme, with several articles tackling
the relationship of the cloud and the achievement of agility. Wang and He (2014) explain how
the “cloud” (referring to IT concepts such as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) is one of the major
“information technologies” for achieving strategic agility, and these authors support their
proposal in the context of Taiwan. “Competitive advantage” appears as an important topic
that is yet to be fully developed, emerging in only a limited number of studies. For example,
Kappelman et al. (2014) underscore that cloud computing is one of the largest and most
important IT investments undertaken by organisations, and that the “cloud” is used for
reinforcing the “competitive advantage” of a firm and developing strategic agility. Finally,
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“decision making” appears as a topic of marginal importance. In this vein, Lewis et al. (2014)
indicate that leadership is a fundamental attribute of handling tensions in situations in which
managers apply a decision-making process characterised by a strategic agility approach.
Haider and Mariotti (2016) investigate the managers’ process of “decision making” in which
strategic agility is considered an essential managerial competency that enables firms to
constantly adapt and remain competitive.

In the fifth and final period covering 2018–2021, “competitive advantage” matures
to become the motor theme. Nejatian et al. (2019) define strategic agility as a meta-
capability comprising three dynamic capabilities, namely, strategic sensitivity,
leadership unity/collective commitment and resource fluidity (previously identified
by Doz and Kosonen (2010) and Doz and Kosonen (2008)), and this meta-capability is
crucial to achieving “competitive advantage”. Similarly, with a sample of 150 German
mid-sized firms, Clauss et al. (2020) analyse the relationship between ambidexterity
(exploitation and exploration approaches) and strategic agility with “competitive
advantage”. They explain that ambidexterity is intended to neither enhance the
“competitive advantage” of firms nor gain superior benefits, so they obtain a negative
effect. However, the interaction between strategic agility and the firm’s exploitation
positively affects the “competitive advantage” of firms, as these firms report more
innovations and higher financial returns.

In the lower right quadrant of this last period, we find “MNEs” and “innovation” as themes
of relevant importance, which have yet to be fully developed, and only a small number of
articles tackle these topics. Regarding “MNEs”, Luo et al. (2020) find evidence about the role of
strategic agility, foreign subsidiary autonomy and global integration capability in Chinese
“MNEs” in the sense of potential boosters of the geographic dispersion on productivity. With
regard to “innovation”, Kohtam€aki et al. (2020) define three practices and nine micro practices
to shape what they consider strategic agility in “innovation”. They propose that following
these practices, firms will obtain positive profits from entrepreneurial orientation and
absorptive capacity. Furthermore, considerable attention is paid to business model
“innovation” and the lean and agile principles that must be adopted to foster its
accomplishment. Ghezzi and Cavallo (2020) conclude that a lean start-up approach
facilitates business model “innovation” (within the perspective of strategic agility) in
digital environments.

Finally, “education” and “cloud computing” materialise as isolated themes. Although
some articles are still related to cloud computing, they seem to be less predominant than in
other periods. On the contrary, the topic of “education” makes its appearance, with authors
studying agile strategies for teams in online higher education (Noguera et al., 2018). As a
summary, we observe a high number of very different topics related to the research line of
strategic agility.

As a complementary analysis, SciMAT plots cluster networks for each theme. We found
results similar to the previous ones [1].

3.2 Holistic considerations about the science mapping results
3.2.1 IT as a recurring theme. Overall, we note a recurring theme of the topic of strategic
agility and IT. This observation is consistent with the fact that the first mentions of strategic
agility occur with IT-related topics (Weill et al., 2002; Sambamurthy et al., 2003). IT remains a
concept of study across the five periods, in which it is treated as a more generic topic in the
first years, and it specialises towards cloud-related topics in the later years. In the first period
(1996–2005), Weill et al. (2002) posit that strategic agility requires investing in IT
infrastructure; Sambamurthy et al. (2003) argue that IT and IT capabilities enable firms to
develop agility; and Ross and Westerman (2004) link strategic agility with utility computing
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(which in turn they define as a collection of technologies and business practices that enables
computing to be delivered seamlessly and reliably across multiple computers).

The second period (2006–2009) includes further studies on the effect of IT capabilities on
strategic agility, such as Fink and Neumann (2007) who argue that infrastructure capabilities
and strategic agility are directly correlated, and Ekman and Angwin (2007, p. 361) who
examine the issue of whether information services/IT “is not only part of the industry-level
problem of ever-increasing complexity and turbulence, but also is a part of an organisational-
level solution as an enabler of strategic agility”.

The third period (2010–2013) continues to be characterised by studies relating to strategic
agility and IT, such as Mavengere (2013) who asserts that several IT services are required to
promote such strategic agility. The other studies that emerge link strategic agility with
IT and organisation, such as Bottani (2010) who indicates that two attributes (employees’
role and competency and technology) are the most relevant in agile companies, and
Ananthram and Nankervis (2013) who investigate the links between human resource
management (HRM) and strategic agility. In this third period, some articles start exploring
the relationships with the cloud (e.g. Nguyen et al. (2012); Luftman et al. (2013)).

In the fourth period (2014–2017), additional studies on strategic agility and IT arise,
particularly focussing on the cloud and other additional topics. These topics include (1) small-
and medium-sized enterprises, where Wang and He (2014) examine the strategies of small
cloud service providers in Taiwan as they are associated with firm agility; (2) institutions,
where Turner (2014) argues that the cloud has transformed the way that organisations
consume IT services as they promise greater agility; and (3) leadership, where Lewis et al.
(2014) conclude that leadership is central to managing the tensions of strategic agility and
illustrate their point with several examples, one of which (IBM) is in the IT consulting sector.

Finally, in the fifth period (2018–2021), IT remains a concept of the study, but it is
decoupled in two areas. First, the authors write about strategic agility and IT in relation to
competitive advantages, such as Suradi et al. (2020) who study the mediating effect of
strategic agility in supply chain activities and firm performance, and Hamsal et al. (2020) who
examine the impact of IT and supply chain management on competitive advantage in the
Indonesian retail industry. Second, the authors in the fifth period write about how cloud
computing plays a particular role in Industry 4.0, such as Sharma and Sehrawat (2020) who
explore cloud computing adoption in the manufacturing sector in India and reveal that this
sector is in the transformation phase of Industry 4.0.

Altogether, we observe that information technologies are fundamental to the development
of responsive strategies (Kazakov et al., 2020). Hence, they constitute a key element in the
implementation of strategic agility.

3.2.2 Interrelationship of strategic agility with other topics. In addition to the recurring
theme of IT across the five periods (including cloud in the later ones), we observe other topics
to which strategy agility is related.

Mentions of leadership and organisation are made, where Lewis et al. (2014, p. 58) argue
that “Leadership is central to managing tensions of strategic agility” and explain that
“Leadership entails the ability to identify and leverage opportunities and threats, and to exploit
internal and external competencies”. Furthermore, Doz and Brannen (2012) investigate the
importance of language in the organisation and conclude that language conditions the
strategic agility of organisations.

Mentions ofmanufacturing and supply chain are similarlymade, such asVazquez-Bustelo
et al. (2007) who study the main manufacturing strategies and policies of industrial
companies in Spain and suggest that firms must adopt agility enablers or practices during
turbulent conditions, Qi et al. (2009) who explain how different researchers have extended the
idea of agility to supply chains, and Gligor et al. (2015) who conduct an investigation that
establishes a positive relationship between an improved ability to meet customer
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requirements and an increase of supply chain agility in an organisation. Other authors
discuss the topic of strategic agility intertwined with knowledge management, including
Malhotra (2005) who highlights the critical importance of integrating knowledge
management with business processes to achieve strategic agility; or marketing, where
Johnston (2009) extends the marketing myopia concept to promote strategic agility.

3.2.3 Strategic agility across industries. The academia has evaluated strategic agility
across different industries. These industries include (1) telecommunications, where Doz and
Kosonen (2008) analyse Nokia’s evolution over 20 years and propose a framework for
enabling organisations to maintain and regain strategic agility as they mature; (2) tourism,
where Buhalis and O’connor (2005) argue that agile strategies are required to enhance the
innovation and competitiveness of tourism organisations; (3) automotive, where Elmoselhy
(2013) explores how agile strategies could be implemented in the automotive sector,
simultaneously with lean ones; (4) oil and gas, where Shuen et al. (2014) use the dynamic
capabilities framework for enhancing the strategic agility of high-tech firms operating in
high-velocity markets such as the upstream oil and gas sector; (5) electronics, where Clauss
et al. (2021) study German firms in the electronics industry and conclude that strategic agility
is positively related to business model innovation; (6) fashion, where Cerruti et al. (2016)
examine agile supply partnerships in Italian fashion companies and empirically evaluate the
supply characteristics required to foster an agile strategy; (7) banking, where Ezcan et al.
(2020) analyse large construction organisations in Turkey to highlight that IT needs to be
adopted/diffused to support agility; and (8) education, where Noguera et al. (2018) review how
agile strategies are useful for team regulation and project management.

3.2.4 Comprehensive definition and scope of strategic agility. After reviewing the 293
papers, we define strategic agility as a meta-capability that enables organisations to
anticipate, react and seize rapid changes in the environment by redefining their corporate
strategies and adapting their competitive and functional strategies to survive and
create value.

Strategic agility heavily relies on IT for information surveillance to accurately and rapidly
implement new or modified strategies. Depending on the strategic level that is affected,
strategic agility can be linked with (1) corporate elements such as collaboration agreements
and internationalisation (Ahammad et al., 2021), (2) competitive elements such as innovation
and productivity (Dabic et al., 2020), or (3) functional elements such as HRM, marketing and
operation systems (Ambituuni et al., 2021; Cheng et al., 2020).

3.2.5 Future lines of research. Through bibliometric and content analyses, we have
identified the main topics examined in the strategic agility line of research. We observe that
the relationship between strategic agility and IT has gained the considerable attention of the
academia; however, the rest of the topics require a higher level of analysis and contrast. In
addition, we find that a vast range of topics have not yet been addressed or are just emerging.
For example, Santiago (2019) explains that human capital is extremely important for firms in
order to enhance their sustainability and growth, and Simoes et al. (2019) highlight the
relevance of corporate social responsibility and ethical infrastructure when examining
human resources practices. Therefore, a line of research with great potential would be to
analyse how to identify the most suitable professional profiles to support the strategic agility
of organisations and how to retain such profiles with ethically HRM practices.

Furthermore, literature on international business analyses how different firm-specific
advantages impact on firm’s internationalisation (Rugman, 1981; Buckley and Casson, 1976),
and some recent research analyses the reverse effect of how different outputs of
internationalisation has a positive impact on enhancing internationalisation itself. For
example, how different international “contacts” impact positively a firm’s innovation
(Almod�ovar et al., 2014, 2021; Salomon and Shaver, 2005; Jin et al., 2019). Therefore, an
interesting new approach would be to investigate the effect of strategic agility on the
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internationalisation process of firms, as well as its reverse effect, and to determine whether
more internationalised firms require and encourage more agile decision-making.

4. Conclusions
A literature review of strategic agility is conducted in this research, in which the authors not
only explore the key themes through bibliometric techniques but also perform a revision of
the key literature to uncover the relationships between strategic agility and other themes.
This research line has become particularly important in recent times, especially since the
pandemic caused by COVID-19, which has created strong disruptions in all industries.
The agility in response has been decisive for the survival of firms. However, the review of the
literature indicates that strategic agility is a concept with ambiguously defined limits and
scope and that many gaps exist in the literature.

The concept of agility began to be discussed in a generic and imprecise manner. It was
subsequently applied to different areas of the company. Hence, strategic agility should be a
perfectly clear concept placed at the corporate level and implemented at the competitive and
functional levels. However, these boundaries are not clearly defined thus far.

In this line, we review the authors and journals on the topic of strategic agility. We find
that the concept of strategic agility has yet to reach the maturity stage. In addition, we
recognise an increasing interest in the academic literature both in the number of papers
published and in the number of citations these papers obtain. However, we do not observe an
outlier in authors and journals that write on the topic; instead, we find a relatively
homogeneous distribution, with a large number of authors publishing in a sizeable quantity
of journals. Furthermore, we propose a definition that encompasses the key aspects reviewed
in the literature. We consider that strategic agility is a meta-capability that enables
organisations to anticipate and/or react to rapid changes in the environment by redefining
their corporate strategies and adapting their competitive and functional strategies
accordingly, with the purpose of surviving and creating value.

Our study shows that strategic agility is a promising line of research; hence, many aspects
merit an in-depth exploration and new ones await development. Through our scientific
mapping techniques, we have dynamically analysed the evolution of strategic agility over
five time periods. Our longitudinal view allows us to observe IT as a recurring topic from 1996
to the present day. Thus, from the very beginning, special attention has been paid to how IT
development and improvements are key elements in making the company agile in the
implementation of its strategies. Over time, strategic agility has been analysedwith respect to
the concepts of lean production and collaborative agreements, as well as how strategic agility
is related to business productivity. In the fourth stage, we observe that strategic agility is
considered a key element to achieve the competitive advantage of a firm. We also observe
how decision-making should be conducted so that the company is capable of reacting in a
more agile way to changes in the environment, and special attention is paid to cloud
technologies to improve the agility of a strategic firm. Finally, in the fifth and final stages, we
uncover that more areas begin to emerge. Competitive advantage is again a relevant topic;
research focusses on its relationship with business innovation; and it is once again analysed
with respect to cloud computing technologies. Notably, strategic agility is discussed in the
international arena by investigating how MNEs strive to become agile. Finally, this area of
research is transferred to the specific industry of education.

Our study not only highlights the academics’ growing interest in strategic agility and its
impact on different key areas of the firmbut also identifies areaswhere the impact of strategic
agility has not yet been adequately analysed. Strategic agility might be examined with
respect to the firm’s corporate level (e.g. its link with corporate social responsibility, how to
implement rapid and precise changes on corporate strategies such as mergers and
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acquisitions or even how internationalisation might compel firms to become more
strategically agile); firm’s competitive level (e.g. its impact on radical or incremental
innovations, or how to reconfigure the firm’s competitive strategy to remain cost or quality
leaders); firm’s functional level (e.g. how to adapt marketing mix strategies to maintain or
enlarge the market share, or how to qualify employees to foster the firm’s agility). Further
analysis regarding theways inwhich companies achieve agile strategic decision-making and,
in turn, the evaluation of its impact on different measures of firm performance, are needed.

Our study is not without some limitations. First, our sample compiles 293 papers.
Although this quantity is an appropriate number to conduct a bibliographic analysis, sample
sizes of 1,000 papers are more commonly used (Rogers et al., 2020); hence, having had a larger
sample might have been beneficial. Notably, the small number of papers found in Scopus
underlines that this area of research is in a growth phase and that there is still much room for
further research.

In addition, the analysis in this studywas performed by downloading from Scopus a set of
documents that matched specific keywords. Scopus database is the largest searchable
citation and source of searching literature (Chadegani et al., 2013), and the overlap with other
databases such as WoS is considerable (Jacso, 2005). However, Scopus does not cover the
entire universe of publications (Vieira and Gomes, 2009).

Note

1. Figures for cluster networks and comments are available upon request.
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